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For this field study, I looked at the flow of information in traffic created by the patterns of lights (i.e. 

turn signals, brake lights) that encode such simple data that is nonetheless essential to a smoothly-

operating system. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



The System 

 
The flow of information starts with the driver, whose existence 

in this case represents the outside boundary of the system 

under consideration (neglecting the further paths of information 

like where is he going and why and how is he accurately 

navigating to get there). In some ways, the driver is the most 

important element—he triggers the signals by flipping the 

appropriate lever (or pressing the appropriate pedal, in the case 

of brake lights)—and in some ways, the least: to other drivers on 

the road, the car itself may as well be a solid unit, and the 

important cues are the ones presented by the car.* 

 

This sends an electrical impulse to the lighting system to activate 

a particular light. 

 

Which light is activated is data that is interpreted by other 

drivers into information based on its color, intensity, and 

placement. By interpreting this data, other drivers on the road 

know what reactions to have to the signaling car, and the 

signaling driver is (hopefully) able to make the move he wants 

without the other cars getting in the way. 

 

 

The roads and their own set of symbols (lines, arrows) also play 

a role in the system by adding context to the signals. A blinking 

turn signal activated in a stretch of road marked as a turn lane 

provides different information from one activated on a straight 

stretch of road with no turn-offs (and in that case, the 

information is further modified based on the number of lanes 

available). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Generally speaking for the typical, modern way of doing things. Obviously the human 

driver takes on more importance if/when they are required to make hand signals due 

to missing or malfunctioning lights. This was once a common practice for motorists now 

more often seen being used by bicyclists.                                                     Image source 

 

http://www.diycycling.com/2009/07/13/riding-the-road-simple-rules-and-common-sense/


The System, Altered 
 

Not wanting to die, cause an accident, or incite any road rage, I kept my alteration very simple—

changing the signals given out to be contrary to the expected action, thus changing an 

interconnection in the system (Meadows, p.16). It seemed safest (and least annoying) to do this with 

the turn signals. 

 

The Scenario: 

With proper signal cues... 
 

This is the normal flow of traffic: everyone 
goes when they're supposed to in the 
directions they've previously indicated. 

 
 

With improper signal cues...  
 

The flow of traffic is altered by the black car 
hesitating to accelerate at a green light, 
having interpreted the right-side signal as a 
request to change lanes rather than a mistake 
(or deliberate shenanigans). 

 
 

And honestly,  

other times with improper signal cues... 

 



Thoughts  
 

Indirect/secondary information 

 The entire purpose of the system is to relay key information to make the entire experience of 

sharing the road with other cars as predictable as possible. Breaking the predictable patterns does 

not break the entire system: it may cause some degree of disruption, but even in the event of a 

(worst case) collision, the overall system will still be in place as people hit the brakes and flip on turn 

signals to get out of the disrupted lane. 

 However, there is an additional layer of information added to the system when people do not 

adhere to it. Those who don't send the correct information stand out from those who do—

"difference that makes a difference"—and interpretation of who is a bad driver (not readily visible in 

the course of normal operations and not an intentional cue, making it something of an emergent 

property of the system (Meadows, p.12)) can be added to the system. Someone constantly making 

lane changes without a signal may affect how fast other drivers choose to go as they react to the "bad 

driver" cues and slow down slightly to keep a wide berth of the 'accident waiting to happy.'  

 Similarly, there is the classic stereotype of the senior citizen driving slowly down the highway 

with the turn signal perpetually on, which has the same system-disrupting effects of a wrongly-

applied signal. People initially alter their speed, allowing room in the lane for the driver to move over, 

before getting frustrated and accelerating past the trouble driver (whom they may suspect is either 

elderly or, these days, possibly on a cell phone). 

 
Mapping within the system 

Obviously the devices used to control the system are not intuitively mapped—that is, there is 

not a "physical analogy" (as Norman (1998, p. 23) puts it) from the perspective of the driver as to 

which direction to flip the lever to activate a turn signal. In this situation, "up" corresponds to "right" 

and "down" corresponds to "left." However, from the perspective of other drivers, who are arguably 

the more important audience, the mapping is clear: blinking light to the left means left turn; to the 

right,  right turn. 

There is also not an appropriate level of feedback (Norman, Meadows) for the driver if a turn 

signal does not actually work, such as when a bulb is burned 

out or a wire is disconnected. The clicking audio cue and the 

flashing light on the dashboard tell the driver their signal is 

on, but there is no indication that the exterior lights are not 

in accordance with these signs, nor do other drivers have a 

clear way of indicating this. An angrily honked horn can be 

interpreted as the other driver having not paid attention to 

your own signals. 

 

Environment 

 I had not previously considered the importance of the road environment in providing cues in 

driving beyond obvious things like "car A hit the brakes, so cars B-M hit the brakes" or "there's a 

police car, slow down." One's position on the road, depending on the size and markings of that road, 



also provides salient information. In this case, activating the right turn signal while in a left (turn) lane 

sends a very different message than doing so while in a rightmost lane. On a two-lane road, the 

meaning changes once again, underscoring the importance of context in an information system to 

help determine which data are important. 


